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Transportation and Accessibility 

International Access 

Many of the major international and regional airlines fly into Harare, Bulawayo and Victoria Falls Airports, 
including BA Comair, Emirates, Ethiopian Airlines, Kenya Airways, Airlink, Fast Jet and Rwanda Air. This makes 
access to Zimbabwe both easy and affordable.  

Airport Meet and Greet 

In Victoria Falls we have representatives who will meet you in the arrival’s hall and escort you on your transfer 
to your lodge or hotel. They will be on hand to answer any questions you might have or assist in any manner. 

Airport Transfers 

In Harare we use a company called Shumba Shuttle/Matavi Africa for all our transfers and in Victoria Falls we 
use Wild Horizons. We are proud to be partners with both of these companies and you can find their details on 
our partnership page of our website. 

Getting Around Zimbabwe 

Most National Parks and tourist highlights are easily accessed via road transfer from Harare, Victoria Falls and 

Bulawayo. If you have the time, self-drive is a great way to explore the country. Vehicles can be hired in 

Harare, Victoria Falls or Bulawayo. Our preferred car hire company is Avis but there are various options. 

Vehicles are driven on the left-hand side of the road. A valid international driver’s license, along with vehicle 

registration documents, are required to drive in Zimbabwe, and drivers should always carry them. 

Most roads are good, although several camps and lodges are located off dirt roads, which depending on the 
time of year will require a 4 x 4.  Zimbabwe is a safe and friendly destination but driving at night should be 
avoided due to animals on roads and vehicles driving with poor or no lighting.  

Road transfers in an air-conditioned vehicle with a driver can be organized to most parts of Zimbabwe at a 
reasonable price and is a good way to see the country.  

Fastjet and Air Zimbabwe offer scheduled flights between Harare and Bulawayo and Victoria Falls. Seat in 
charter flights to all the different parks and areas are available on Alt Air, Safari Logistics and Wilderness Air. 


